protein coding sequences based on alignments of the corresponding protein sequences. (2). Building gene pairs: there are two ways to build gene pairs in GenoDup Pipeline.
8
The first way requires a gene family cluster information file and a number (N) as 8 9
input. Only the gene family, which contains less than N genes, will be used to build 9 0 gene pairs. In addition, GenoDup Pipeline builds n(n-1)/2 paralogous gene pairs 9 1 within a gene family (n is the number of genes in a gene family). We recommend 9 2
OrthoMCL to generate gene family cluster information (Li, et al. 2003 ). The second 9 3
way requires an anchor gene pair information file. The anchor gene pair information 9 4 file contains paralogs located on same synteny blocks and we recommend MCScanX information. The other directory, called PAML_result contains all results generated by Codeml,
and a text file called dS_value.txt contains all dS values of gene pairs. We also 1 0 9
provided an R script (plot_GenoDup.r) to plot dS distributions. We downloaded the nuclear protein coding sequences, protein sequences, and genome into 5,962 gene families. We set N as 15, meaning that the gene families containing 1 2 4 less than 15 genes will be used to built gene pairs, and we generated 68,231 paralogous gene pairs (Figure 2a ). On the other hand, we generated the anchor gene pairs and the entire analysis ran in 76.8 hours with 4 cores (Table 1 ). The result of the 1 3 0 analysis showed the same peak (dS value range: 0.5~1) in the dS distribution of 1 3 1 anchor gene pairs as the result based on gene family cluster information (Figure 2b) . families. We set N as 15, meaning that the gene families containing less than 15 genes 1 3 8
will be used to built gene pairs, and we generated 42,888 paralogous gene pairs. The paralogous gene pairs (Figure 3a ). On the other hand, we generated anchor gene pair of the analysis showed the same peak (dS value range: 0.1~0.5) in the dS distribution The rapid development of NGS technologies has enabled generation of massive 1 5 5 amounts of data, allowing us to better understand the evolutionary history of all 1 5 6 organisms. WGD is suggested to have occurred in diverse organismal groups (Li, et al. NGS data is greatly needed. We developed a reliable and easy-to-use tool called 1 5 9
GenoDup Pipeline to infer WGD using the dS-based method. GenoDup Pipeline is written by Python and can be run with one command. It is easy to use for researchers 1 6 1 who have a little background in bioinformatics. In GenoDup Pipeline, it is faster to run to take gene family cluster information as Our empirical validation shows that the analysis of Arabidopsis thaliana generated 1 7 1
with GenoDup Pipeline presented an obvious signal for one WGD event (alpha WGD) analysis with GenoDup showed two obvious two WGD signals (Ss4R and Ts3R) in Oncorhynchus mykiss genome (Rabier, et al. 2014 ). Yet, The Ts3R signal was lost in In all, with more and increasingly large sequencing projects (1KP, 10KP-EBP, 1KITE,
